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Internet traffic exchange (ITE)

� “Every business is local” =
� Every ISP has one or several “local

base (s)” which normally is delimited
by the access network of the
incumbent operator in each country

� The access network is the bottleneck
and where part of the revenue must
be found



ISP typology

� Incumbent’s in telephony ISP
(benefits from vertical integration,
adhocracy of network solutions)

� Large ISP (benefits from scale,
negotiating power)

� Small ISP (at risk, possibly niche
based on content or local brand)



Different ITE models
� Peering agreements (no traffic

measurement, no settlement) = no
good if size of contractors is
dishomogeneous

� Internet exchange points = quality
and performance affected

� Interconnection agreements (traffic
measured, settlement) = require
sound business /financial model

� Revenue sharing (reverse
interconnection) = unbalanced



ITE and regulation
� From a regulator’s point of view, the

interconnection agreements are
more interesting (and probably more
sustainable for ISP)

� While EU Interconnection Directive
(97/33) is used randomly in Europe to
allow ISP to regulated
interconnection regime, principles of
non-discrimination (from competion
law, but also from the I. Directive are
the key)



ITE and regulation / 2

� For an ISP, interconnection (with
other ISP and PSTN incumbents) and
access to numbering resources
make a business model viable for
dial-up calls;

� use of access network at
procompetitive conditions (aka retail
minus) is key to DSL
services/interconnection



ITE and regulation / 3
� In Italy, decade “7” is used for

Internet dial-up access
� 700xxx toll free for caller = prepaid or

credit card subscription
� 701xxx - 702xxx calling party pays =

free subscription, or revenue sharing
� 709xxx calling party pays =premium

pricing for increased quality
� elsewhere the decade is different but

the principle is the same



ITE and regulation /4

� For decades 700, 702, 709xxx, the
economic model is retention: the
(access) operator gets paid to
originate the call, billing and credit
risk; revenues go to the ISP/OLO
which owns the numbering resource



ITE and regulation / 5

� For the decade 701xxx the economic
model is based on termination, provided
that:

� calls are forwarded in the same district
(termination ISP gets a termination value
equivalent to same-district deliverance)

� if termination operator is outside the district, the
origin operator will convey the call to the closest
POP of termination operator (termination ISP gets
a termination value equivalent to outside district
deliverance)



ITE and regulation / 6

� If termination on specific decades +
carrier preselection is available to
non geographic numbers, then a
pricing based on quality can be
developed for dial-up calls.

� For DSL, regulated pricing can be
based on retail minus concept for
wholesale offers from incumbent to
ISP/OLOs


